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VOCABULARY TEST  

 

Prefixes with the meaning „not“, verb prefixes un- and dis-,  prefixes with specific 

meanings 

A) What are the opposites of these words? Use the correct prefix every time. Choose from the 

following prefixes: 

un-  dis-  in-  ir-  il- im- 
1) tidy x …………….  2) possible x ………………………. 3) correct x 

………………….. 

4) legal x …………… 5) friendly x ………………………..6) happy x ………………….. 

7) regular x ……………. 8) like x ……………………  9) pack x ………………….  

 9p 

 

B) Replace the underlined expressions with an expression containing a prefix. 
1) My room is messy all the time. ………………………………….. 

2) Drinking and driving is against the law. ……………………………… 

3) He never says hello to me. He is such a rude person. ………………………….. 

4) I´m without a job at the moment. …………………………………. 

5) His handwriting is terrible. It´s impossible to read. ……………………………… 

6) The homework I wrote was really bad. The teacher told me to do it again. ........................... 6p 

 

C) Complete the verbs in these sentences. 
1) My little son locked the door but then he wasn´t able to un………………….. it again. 

2) I spoke to her a few hours ago, but nobly has seen her since then – she has dis………………… 

3) When I came home in the evening I was really tired, so I got un......................., had a shower and 

went straight to bed. 

4) You can´t rely on Charles, he´s so ir.............................. ! 

5) I´m sorry I´m late. My alarm clock didn´t ring and I over..............................   5p 

Řešení: 
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Slovní zásoba 1 

VOCABULARY TEST 1 

Prefixes with the meaning „not“, verb prefixes un- and dis-,  prefixes with specific 

meanings 
 

A) What are the opposites of these words? Use the correct prefix every time. Choose from the 

following prefixes: 

un-  dis-  in-  ir-  il- im- 
1) tidy x untidy  2) possible x impossible  3) correct x incorrect 

4) legal x illegal  5) friendly x unfriendly  6) happy x unhappy 

7) regular x irregular 8) like x dislike   9) pack x unpack   9p 

 

B) Replace the underlined expressions with an expression containing a prefix. 
1) My room is messy all the time. untidy 

2) Drinking and driving is against the law. illegal  

3) He never says hello to me. He is such a rude person.  impolite 

4) I´m without a job at the moment. unemployed  

5) His handwriting is terrible. It´s impossible to read. illegible  

6) The homework I wrote was really bad. The teacher told me to do it again.  redo  6p 

 

C) Complete the verbs in these sentences. 
1) My little son locked the door but then he wasn´t able to unlock it again. 

2) I spoke to her a few hours ago, but nobly has seen her since then – she has disappeared. 

3) When I came home in the evening I was really tired, so I got undressed, had a shower and went 

straight to bed. 

4) You can´t rely on Charles, he´s so irresponsible ! 

5) I´m sorry I´m late. My alarm clock didn´t ring and I overslept.     5p 
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VOCABULARY TEST  

 Countries, nationalities and languages, Human feelings and actions 

 

1) Complete the chart below 

COUNTRY  NATIONALITY  LANGUAGE 
Spain 

   Thai 

       Swedish 

Portugal 

   Dutch 

Australia 

       Hebrew     

 7p 

 

2) Complete the sentences: 
a) English is the first language in ............................, ....................................... and ................................ 

b) Italian, German and French are the three languages which are spoken in ........................................ 

c) Ankara is the capital of .......................................... 

d) Athens is the capital of ........................................... 

e) People from Egypt are called .....................................      5p 

 

3) Translate: 
čínština, Rusové, němčina, Řek, turečtina, Slovák, Britové, Argentinci, Mexičan, Nizozemsko, 

Norové, Finsko, Dán, Kanaďané, Brazilci, Francouzi, Indové, čeština     

             9p 

 

 

 

4) Complete the chart below: 
NOUN    ADJECTIVE 

    proud 

fear     

    jealous 

    happy 
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    angry 

embarrassement           6p 

 

5) Use your own ideas to complete the sentences: 
a) My parents were very proud of me, because ............................................................................. 

b) I got really angry when .............................................................................................. 

c) I felt embarrassed when .................................................................................. 

d) Our neighbour is jealous of ......................................................................   8p 

 

6) Write a synonym for the phrases below: 
a) walk quickly -  

b) speak very quietly -  

c) keep looking at someone for a long time -  

d) walk casually -  

e) look quickly at someone or something -         5p 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Řešení: 
 

Slovní zásoba - test 2 

 

VOCABULARY TEST  

 Countries, nationalities and languages, Human feelings and actions 

1) Complete the chart below 

COUNTRY  NATIONALITY  LANGUAGE 
Spain   Spanish   Spanish 

Thailand  Thai   Thai 

Sweden   Swedish  Swedish 

Portugal  Portuguese  Portuguese 

Holland   Dutch   Dutch 

Australia  Australian  Australian 

Israel   Israeli   Hebrew      7p 

 

2) Complete the sentences: 
a) English is the first language in the UK, the U.S.A. and Canada. 

b) Italian, German and French are the three languages which are spoken in Switzerland. 

c) Ankara is the capital of  Turkey. 

d) Athens is the capital of  Greece. 

e) People from Egypt are called  Egyptians.       5p 

 

3) Translate: 
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čínština, Rusové, němčina, Řek, turečtina, Slovák, Britové, Argentinci, Mexičan, Nizozemsko, 

Norové, Finsko, Dán, Kanaďané, Brazilci, Francouzi, Indové, čeština     

             9p 

Chinese, Russsians, German, Greek, Turkish, Slovak, the British, Argentinians, Mexican, the 

Netherlands, Norwegians, Finland, Danish, Canadians, Brazilians, the French, Indians, Czech 

 

 

4) Complete the chart below: 
NOUN    ADJECTIVE 

pride    proud 

fear    afraid of 

jealousy   jealous 

happiness   happy 

anger    angry 

embarrassement  embarrassed, embarrassing      6p 

              

    

5) Use your own ideas to complete the sentences: 
a) My parents were very proud of me, because I passed my maturita exam. 

b) I got really angry when I failed my driving test. 

c) I felt embarrassed when I lied to my parents. 

d) Our neighbour is jealous of  our new car.        8p 

 

6) Write a synonym for the phrases below: 
a) walk quickly -  march 

b) speak very quietly - whisper 

c) keep looking at someone for a long time - stare 

d) walk casually - stroll 

e) look quickly at someone or something - glance       5p 
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